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**Synopsis**

A two-book set for web designers and front-end developers. This two-book set combines the titles *HTML & CSS: Designing and Building Web Sites* and *JavaScript & jQuery: Interactive Front-End Development*. Together these two books form an ideal platform for anyone who wants to master HTML and CSS before stepping up to JavaScript and jQuery. *HTML & CSS* covers structure, text, links, images, tables, forms, useful options, adding style with CSS, fonts, colors, thinking in boxes, styling lists and tables, layouts, grids, and even SEO, Google analytics, ftp, and HTML5. *JavaScript & jQuery* offers an excellent combined introduction to these two technologies using a clear and simple visual approach using diagrams, infographics, and photographs. A handy two-book set that uniquely combines related technologies. Highly visual format and accessible language makes these books highly effective learning tools. Perfect for beginning web designers and front-end developers.
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**Customer Reviews**

This set of books is a winner. They motivate the visual learner to engage and store information into their long term memory. Pros: #1 Content is Great for Beginners, yet even advance developers can learn from these books - if anything, use it as a colorful reference book. #2 This is a MUST HAVE for visual learners... over time, visually geared developers simply get tired of reading black and white content for years... As a result, I usually take online developer courses with videos because it is easier to digest, but sometimes, I really want something tangible that I can hold in my hands and refer back too. Who says picture books are just for kids?! #3 Hardcover - I went ahead and
purchased the hardcover as I heard the horror stories of other customers having complications with their JavaScript & JQuery paperbacks falling apart. I felt awful that my fellow developers went through that and did everything in my power to mitigate that risk through purchasing a hardcover. Text is Very Readable - This might vary per person, but in my opinion, the text is absolutely readable. There is NO eye strain for me, I can make out everything on these pages, and will not need a magnified glass. Now, if you are battling an eye condition, on some pages - you may need a magnified glass, as some of the text in the photos of the browsers are small...but for those with great eyesight, this really shouldn’t be a problem for you. Bilberry helps with the eye strain I have gotten in the past after hours of computer coding. Coders in general should take care of their eyes. Magazine-like, Full Color Pages Both Books Come with Online Support at Their Individual Websites. The websites are great companions to these books.
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